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Majorana boundary quasiparticles may naturally emerge in a spin-singlet superconductor with Rashba spin-
orbit interactions, when a Zeeman magnetic field breaks time-reversal symmetry. Their existence and robustness
against adiabatic changes is deeply related, via a bulk-edge correspondence, to topological properties of the
band structure. The present paper shows that the spin-orbit may be responsible for topological transitions when
the superconducting system has an underlying sublattice structure, as it appears in a dimerized Peierls chain,
graphene, and phosphorene. These systems, which belong to the Bogoliubov–de Gennes class D, are found to
have an extra symmetry that plays the role of the parity. It enables the characterization of the topology of the
particle-hole symmetric band structure in terms of band inversions. The topological phase diagrams this leads to
are then obtained analytically and exactly. They reveal that, because of the underlying sublattice structure, the
existence of topological superconducting phases requires a minimum doping fixed by the strength of the Rashba
spin-orbit. Majorana boundary quasiparticles are finally predicted to emerge when the Fermi level lies in the
vicinity of the bottom (top) of the conduction (valence) band in semiconductors such as the dimerized Peierls
chain and phosphorene. In a two-dimensional topological superconductor based on (stretched) graphene, which
is semimetallic, Majorana quasiparticles cannot emerge at zero and low doping, that is, when the Fermi level is
close to the Dirac points. Nevertheless, they are likely to appear in the vicinity of the van Hove singularities.
INTRODUCTION
Although Dirac introduced his Lorentz invariant equation
to describe relativistic fermions in a 1928 seminal work enti-
tled The Quantum Theory of the Electron, it also turned out to
be a remarkable prediction of antimatter, as successfully con-
firmed a few years latter with the discovery of the positron by
Anderson [1, 2]. Thus, when a particle is ruled by the Dirac
equation of motion, there exists a conjugated solution with the
same mass but opposite charge: the antiparticle. Italian physi-
cist Majorana subsequently realized that this equation allows
solutions that are their own charge conjugates [3]. The neutral
elementary particles they describe are their own antiparticles,
which defines what is now referred to as Majorana fermions.
Investigations into low-energy Majorana quasiparticles have
more recently been undertaken in condensed matter physics
too [4], especially in the context of spinless px + ipy supercon-
ductivity, as there may be in Sr2RuO4, and where they may
appear as entangled anyons, whose non-Abelian braiding is
a promising mechanism for fault-tolerant quantum computers
[5–8]. Even though Majorana quasiparticles were also dis-
cussed in connection to noncentrosymmetric superconductors
with a mixture of singlet and triplet pairings [9–11], a decisive
step forward was made with pioneering proposals that only in-
volved conventional spin-singlet superconductivity, when it is
induced by proximity effect in materials with spin-orbit inter-
actions [12–17]. This was followed by predictions in one-
dimensional (1D) semiconductors under time-reversal sym-
metry breaking Zeeman magnetic field [18, 19], before be-
ing confirmed in nanowires of InSb and InAs with the obser-
vations of zero-bias peaks and exponentially localized zero-
energy states by Coulomb blockade spectroscopy [20–22]. It
has subsequently been realized that both the Zeeman field and
Rashba spin-orbit could be simulated by magnetic adatoms of
Fe deposited on the surface of a Pb superconductor [23, 24],
which was then extended to other materials [25, 26]. In the
spin-singlet superconducting materials without time-reversal
symmetry mentioned above, the Majorana quasiparticles arise
as zero-energy boundary modes and result from topological
properties of a particle-hole symmetric Bloch Hamiltonian.
In these systems, the topological properties and, a fortiori,
the existence of the Majorana quasiparticles do not depend
on the strength of the Rashba spin-orbit, whose role essen-
tially consists in protecting the superconducting gap, whereas
the Zeeman magnetic field tends to close it. This is in strong
analogy with the role of the intrinsic spin-orbit interactions
which ensures the existence of a non-zero bulk energy gap in
the quantum spin Hall phase [27–29].
Here we will see that, contrary to the works discussed
above, the Rashba spin-orbit may actually be responsible for
topological phase transitions in spin-singlet superconductors
that have an underlying sublattice structure. In order to ex-
plain why and to what extent the strength of the Rashba spin
orbit influences the existence of Majorana boundary quasipar-
ticles in multiatomic-pattern crystals, the present paper is or-
ganized as follows. Section I provides a general prescription
that allows us to apprehend the topology of the 1D and 2D
Bloch band structures we will subsequently concerned with,
and that belong to the Bogoliubov–de Gennes (BdG) class D.
It establishes an explicit relation between the topological in-
variants and the band inversions that occur at some symmetric
momenta of the Brillouin zone (BZ). It crucially turns out that
the Rashba spin-orbit has no reason to vanish at these pecu-
liar momenta in the case of crystals with underlying sublattice
structure. This suggests that this spin-flip process may have a
direct influence over the topological phase transitions. This is
the purpose of Section II, which also focuses on some specific
applications in 1D and 2D multiatomic-pattern crystals such
as the dimerized Peierls chain, (stretched) graphene, and phos-
phorene. It explicitly emphasizes the effects of the Rashba
spin-orbit strength through topological phase diagrams. They
reveal that Majorana boundary quasiparticles are likely to
emerge at the bottom (top) of the conduction (valence) band
in 1D and 2D semiconductors such as the dimerized Peierls
chain and phosphorene. They also demonstrate that the spin-
orbit requires the Fermi level to be fixed away from the Dirac
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2points in a 2D semimetal such as graphene, and that chiral
Majorana modes are allowed to emerge in the vicinity of the
van Hove singularities.
I. BOGOLIUBOV-DE GENNES CLASS D
A. Π symmetry
Noninteracting electrons in a crystal with discrete transla-
tion symmetry can be described in terms of Bloch band struc-
tures, which is represented by a M × M Hamiltonian matrix
H(k). The dimension of wave vector k is arbitrary if not spec-
ified. Here we aim to discuss the Bloch band structures that
belong to the BdG class D in the Altland and Zirnbauer sym-
metry table [30]. Consequently, time-reversal and chiral sym-
metries are assumed to be broken. Nonetheless, the Bloch
band structure still has particle-hole symmetry (PHS) and the
associated charge-conjugation operator squares to plus iden-
tity. The band structure is additionally assumed to have an
extra symmetry which, for some reasons that will become
clearer shortly, is referred to as Π symmetry (ΠS) with refer-
ence to parity (or inversion) symmetry. These two symmetries
are defined as follows:
CH(k)C−1 = −H∗(−k) with C2 = +1 , (1)
PH(k)P−1 = H(−k) with P2 = +1 , (2)
where both C and P are unitary operators that anticommute
with each other
{P,C} = 0 . (3)
As a consequence of PHS (1), the eigenstates ofH(k) come
in pairs at opposite momenta with opposite energies:
H(k) |um(k)〉 = Em(k) |um(k)〉 ,
H(−k)C|u∗m(k)〉 = −Em(k)C|u∗m(k)〉 , (4)
where |um(k)〉 is the orbital part of the m-th Bloch state. Be-
sides, it is implied that they form a complete orthonormal ba-
sis of the Hilbert space
M∑
m=1
|um(k)〉〈um(k)| = 1 . (5)
The Bloch spectrum is particle-hole symmetric and M is nec-
essarily even. The zero of energies in the BdG quasiparticle
spectrum is defined with respect to the chemical potential, as
usual.
ΠS (2) implies that the eigenstates of H come in pairs at
opposite momenta but with the same energy:
H(k) |um(k)〉 = Em(k) |um(k)〉 ,
H(−k)P|um(k)〉 = Em(k)P|um(k)〉 . (6)
ΠS also suggests the definition of special symmetry points Γi
at which H remains invariant under operator P. These are
the momenta satisfying Γi = G/2, where G is a vector that
belongs to the reciprocal Bravais lattice. This leads, along
with the G periodicity ofH(k), to the commutation relation
[P, H(Γi)] = 0 . (7)
Thus, there exists a commune basis of eigenvectors such that
H(Γi) |um(Γi)〉 = Em(Γi) |um(Γi)〉 ,
P |um(Γi)〉 = pim(Γi) |um(Γi)〉 , (8)
while the anticommutation relation (3) additionally implies
H(Γi)C|u∗m(Γi)〉 = −Em(Γi)C|u∗m(Γi)〉
PC|u∗m(Γi)〉 = −pim(Γi)C|u∗m(Γi)〉 . (9)
As a result, the eigenstates come in pairs with opposite en-
ergies and opposite parities ±pim at every symmetry point Γi.
Since operatorP is unitary and squares to plus the identity op-
erator, its eigenvalues lie on the unit circle and are real, which
implies pim(Γi) = ±1.
B. Parity product δi
The parity pim(Γi) can be used to label every energy band at
the symmetry points Γi. In virtue of PHS (1), the knowledge
of all the parities of the negative-energy bands (Em < 0) is
sufficient to recover the parity of the positive-energy bands
(Em > 0) and vice versa. This enables us to focus on the
parity product of all the negative-energy bands
δi =
∏
Em<0
pim(Γi) . (10)
Initially introduced by Fu and Kane in connection to topo-
logical insulators with inversion symmetry [29], this quantity
has subsequently been generalized by Sato to odd-parity su-
perconductors [31], and also been discussed in the context of
Floquet topological insulators [32]. Of course, an equivalent
definition holds for the positive-energy bands too. The parity
product cannot change continuously, since it only takes in-
teger values, namely δi = ±1. In order to change, the bulk
energy-gap must close at a symmetry point Γi. Like this, at
least two particle-hole symmetric bands become degenerate
at zero energy and can change parities, meanwhile δi becomes
ill defined. Such a parity change defines a band inversion,
and we will see in what follows that it may be associated to a
change of the Bloch band structure topology. An alert reader
may already recognize here the symmetry-protected topolog-
ical feature of δi, which cannot change continuously, and can
only change when the particle-hole symmetric gap closes at
zero energy.
C. The Π-basis
We define the Π-basis as the basis that diagonalizes opera-
tor P with the new representation P˜ = 1M/2 ⊗ τ3, where 1M/2
3denotes the M/2 × M/2 identity matrix, and τ3 is the third
Pauli matrix that refers to the subspaces of positive and nega-
tive parities. The anticommutation relation (3) can explicitly
be written as(
1M/2 0
0 −1M/2
) ( C˜1 C˜2
C˜3 C˜4
) (
1M/2 0
0 −1M/2
)
= −
( C˜1 C˜2
C˜3 C˜4
)
.
This obviously requires the charge conjugation operator to
have a block off-diagonal representation that is
C˜ =
(
0 C˜2
C˜3 0
)
, (11)
where C˜2 = +1 tells us that C˜2 = C˜−13 .
In a similar way, the commutation relation (7) requires the
Hamiltonian matrix to have a block diagonal representation in
the Π basis, namely
H˜(Γi) =
( H˜1(Γi) 0
0 H˜4(Γi)
)
. (12)
And PHS (1) is finally responsible for
H˜(Γi) =
 H˜1(Γi) 00 − (C˜3H˜1(Γi)C˜−13 )∗
 . (13)
Thus, the Hamiltonian matrix is block diagonal in the Π-basis
and the fact that its eigenstates come in pairs with opposite
energies and opposite parities becomes explicit. Indeed, the
eigenstates belong to two distinct subspaces that refer to the
positive and negative parities.
Besides, the parity product of the negative-energy bands as
defined in Eq. (10) turns out to be equivalent to the sign prod-
uct of the energies with positive parities, meaning
δi = (−1)M/2
∏
pim>0
sgnEm(Γi) . (14)
Remember that M is necessarily even under PHS. In the Π
basis, the energy product of positive-parity bands is now given
by a block determinant, so that the parity product can finally
be rewritten as
δi = (−1)M/2 sgn[Det H˜1(Γi)] . (15)
This expression turns out to be very practical, as it provides
a relation between the parity product and the system parame-
ters involved in the Bloch Hamiltonian matrix at the symmetry
points Γi. Importantly, it is not necessary to solve M cou-
pled secular equations to obtain the spectrum and eigenstates
of H(Γi), before evaluating their parity under operator P and
computing parity δi. Instead, it can be apprehended through
the simpler calculation of a M/2 × M/2 determinant.
D. Sewing matrix and Berry connection
One defines the sewing matrix B associated to all energy
bands, i.e., those of negative and positive energies, as
Bmn(k) = 〈um(−k)|PC|u∗n(−k)〉 . (16)
At the symmetric points, charge conjugation operator C does
not commute with H(Γi) and its eigenvalues are not good
quantum numbers. As we will see, the introduction of op-
erator P in the sewing matrix allows us to label the en-
ergy bands with parities. The sewing matrix is unitary, i.e.,
B−1(k) = B†(k), and two particle-hole symmetric states are
related to one another by
C|u∗m(−k)〉 =
2N∑
n=1
Bmn(k)P†|un(k)〉 . (17)
As detailed in Appendix A, the transpose of the sewing matrix
verifies BTmn(k) = −Bmn(k) or equivalently B†(k) = −B∗(k).
Therefore, the sewing matrix is antisymmetric for all k, and
its Pfaffian can be defined. Note that the derivation above in-
volves the property C = C†, which comes from C2 = +1,
along with the unitary condition C†C = +1. This is what
makes the sewing matrix antisymmetric. Indeed the condition
C2 = −1 would lead to a symmetric sewing matrix instead.
At the symmetry points Γi, the sewing matrix becomes block
off-diagonal and can be written under the following form:
B(Γi) =
(
0 pi(Γi)
−pi(Γi) 0
)
, (18)
where pi(Γi) is a M/2 × M/2 matrix whose components are
given by pimn(Γi) = pim(Γi) δmn. The Berry connection over all
the M energy bands, that is, A (k) = −i∑m〈un(k)|∇k|un(k)〉,
can be expressed in terms of the sewing matrix as
A (k) +A (−k) = −i∇k ln DetB (k) , (19)
whereas the Berry connections of the negative- and positive-
energy bands are respectively related to one another in the fol-
lowing way: A−(k) = A+(−k). This implies A (k) = A (−k)
and relation (19) can finally be rewritten as
A(k) = − i
2
∇k ln DetB(k) . (20)
Details of the derivations above may be found in Appendix B.
E. Z2 topological invariant in 1d
In one dimension, the BdG symmetry class D is charac-
terized by a Z2 topological invariant [33], namely exp[iγBZ]
where γBZ is known as Berry or Zak phase [34, 35], i.e., a
gauge-invariant geometrical phase picked up by the wavefunc-
tions of negative-energy bands along the 1D Brillouin zone
(BZ). It satisfies
γBZ = −i ln [Pf B (Γ0) Pf B (Γ1)] , (21)
when using Eq. (20), as shown in Appendix C. This subse-
quently leads to
eiγBZ = δ0 δ1 = sgn[Det H˜1(Γ0)] sgn[Det H˜1(Γ1)] . (22)
Therefore, the Z2 topological invariant can be connected to
the parity products defined at the symmetry points of the BZ.
4It is exactly known from the calculations of two M/2 × M/2
determinants when the BdG band structure is Π-symmetric.
Since δ0 δ1 = ±1, the Zak phase is necessarily pi-quantized. In
particular the relation δ0 δ1 = −1 requires γBZ = pi [2pi], and
means that the system lies in a topological superconducting
phase characterized by Majorana boundary quasiparticles at
zero energy.
F. Z topological invariant in 2d
In two dimensions, the BdG symmetry class D is charac-
terized by a Z topological invariant [33], namely a first Chern
number ν. As detailed in Appendix D, its definition involves
the Berry curvature F −(k) = ∇k ×A−(k), which implies
ν =
1
pi
∫
S
d2k F − (k) , (23)
where S refers to half the two-dimensional BZ, as illustrated
in Fig 1. It is outlined by an oriented path denoted C . Besides,
the Berry phase along that path is given by
γC = −i ln Pf B (Γ1)Pf B (Γ0)
Pf B (Γ3)
Pf B (Γ2) . (24)
Details are provided in Appendix D. Similar derivations as the
ones done for the 1D case straightforwardly lead to
eiγC =
3∏
i=0
sgn[Det H˜1(Γi)] . (25)
When the spectrum is not gapped, as it may be the case for
spinless superconductivity, exp[iγC ] = −1 implies that the
Berry phase satisfies γC = pi [2pi], and that there are an odd
number of nodal points within the closed path C . When the
spectrum is gapped, however, Stokes theorem provides a rela-
tion between Eq. (23) and Eq. (24), which results in
(−1)ν =
3∏
i=0
sgn[Det H˜1(Γi)] . (26)
Therefore, ΠS does not lead to the exact value of the Z topo-
logical invariant. Nonetheless, (−1)ν = −1 tells that the Chern
number is odd and necessarily non-zero, so that there exists
symmetry-protected Majorana modes at the boundaries.
Because there exists a simple relation between band inver-
sion and Bloch band structure topology, we from now on refer
to band inversions that yield a topology change as topological
band inversions.
II. APPLICATION TOMULTIATOMIC-PATTERN
CRYSTALS
A. Tight-binding Hamiltonians
Now let us consider Bloch electrons in a crystal whose pe-
riodic structure consists of a 1D or 2D Bravais lattice with two
A
a1
Γ3
2
Γ0 Γ1Γ1
S
B
A B
FIG. 1. (Color online) Illustration of two diatomic-pattern lattices
(left) and their Brillouin zones with the symmetry points Γi (right).
The vectors that span the Bravais lattice are denoted ai, while S refers
to the oriented surface that encloses half the 2D Brillouin zone.
sites per unit cell. The two nonequivalent sites define two sub-
lattices that are referred to as sublattice A and sublattice B, as
illustrated in Fig. 1. The Bloch electrons are described within
a tight-binding approach by the following Hamiltonian:
H0 =
∑
k,σ
t (k)
(
a†kσbkσ + b
†
kσakσ
)
+
∑
k,σ
µ (k)
(
a†kσakσ + b
†
kσbkσ
)
, (27)
where t refers to bipartite processes, namely intersublattice
processes such as nearest-neighbor hopping, while µ describes
the chemical potential and intrasublattice hopping processes.
These are functions of the momentum k, which are not spec-
ified yet. What must be specified, however, is that the sub-
lattice structure of the crystal allows a gauge choice in the
definition of the Fourier transform [36], and Eq. (27) relies on
the definition that makes the Bloch Hamiltonian periodic, i.e.,
t (k + G) = t (k) and µ (k + G) = µ (k) when G is a vector
that belongs to the reciprocal Bravais lattice. The fermionic
operator akσ (bkσ) annihilates an electron with momentum k
and spin σ on sublattice A (B). Importantly, Hamiltonian H0
is invariant by inversion symmetry as long as no mass term
of the form m (k)
(
a†kσakσ − b†kσbkσ
)
is considered. Such a
mass term m arises for example in the tight-binding descrip-
tions of boron nitride and of the anomalous Hall effect in
graphene [37]. Therefore, H0 is a reasonable description that
explains the electronic properties of 1D organic semiconduc-
tors, graphene, and phosphorene at low energy [38–40]. As it
will be discussed in details later on, inversion symmetry turns
out to be crucial to explicitly build P operator as introduced
in Sec. I and then accessing the topological properties of the
Bloch band structure.
As already touched on in Introduction, the quest of Majo-
rana fermions in condensed matter physics naturally involves
superconductivity, since the Bogoliubov de–Gennes quasipar-
ticles are collective excitations of electrons and holes. Be-
cause they are their own anti-quasiparticles, Majorana quasi-
particles are neutral objects and, thus, appear as zero-energy
5boundary modes within the particle-hole symmetric energy
gap. In order to investigate the effects of the strength of the
Rashba spin-orbit, we now follow the prescriptions discussed
in Introduction. A Zeeman splitting potential Vz is simulated
as follows:
HZ =
∑
k,σ
σVz
(
a†kσakσ + b
†
kσbkσ
)
. (28)
The Zeeman splitting may a priori arise from a perpendicular
magnetic field, but the latter would be responsible for orbital
depairing that would reduce superconductivity in two dimen-
sions. This detrimental issue may actually be fixed in cold
atomic systems thanks to the neutrality of a s-wave superfluid
[41], or by applying an in-plane magnetic field to 2D semi-
conductors [14]. An alternative consists in sandwiching the
material between an s-wave superconductor and a ferromag-
netic insulator. The latter, which induces a Zeeman splitting,
prevents the electrons from experiencing any Lorentz force
[13].
The Rashba spin orbit arises when breaking the reflection
symmetry with respect to a plane that contains the crystal.
This is, for example, achieved with a perpendicular electric
field or adatoms [42]. The Rashba spin orbit tends to align
spins in the direction defined by the nearest-neighbor vectors.
This spin-flip process is characterized by
HR =
∑
k,σ,σ′
(
0 L↑↓(k)
L↓↑(k) 0
)
σσ′
a†kσbkσ′ + H.c. (29)
Finally, spin-singlet pairing can be induced by proxim-
ity effect, but it is also likely to arise from strong electron-
electron interactions in the case of doped graphene [43–45].
At a mean-field level, this is described by
HS =
∑
k
∆0
(
a†k↑a
†
−k↓ + b
†
k↑b
†
−k↓
)
+ H.c.
+
∑
k
∆1(k)
(
a†k↑b
†
−k↓ − a†k↓b†−k↑
)
+ H.c. (30)
The superconducting order parameters ∆0 and ∆1 denote on-
site and nearest-neighbor electronic interactions, respectively.
Both are considered simultaneously for more generality.
B. Rashba spin-orbit at the symmetry points Γi
The Rashba spin-orbit is simulated here as a nearest-
neighbor spin-flip hopping process that does not break time-
reversal symmetry. This results in L↓↑ (k) = −L∗↑↓ (−k), re-
gardless of the number of sublattices involved in the crystal.
If there is a monatomic pattern with a single orbital per site,
the Rashba Hamiltonian introduced in Eq (31) reduces to
HR =
∑
k
L↑↓ (k) a†k↑ak↓ +L↓↑ (k) a†k↓ak↑ . (31)
Then the Hermiticity of the Hamiltonian yields the additional
condition L↓↑ (k) = L∗↑↓ (k) which, along with time-reversal
symmetry, implies Lσσ′ (k) = −Lσσ′ (−k). Therefore, the
Rashba spin-orbit coupling is an odd function of the mo-
mentum, as it also occurs due to the lack of inversion cen-
ter in noncentrosymmetric superconductors [46, 47]. As sug-
gested in the first section, the Bloch band-structure topology
can be apprehended via energy-band parities defined at the
symmetry points Γi. Then the momentum periodicity implies
Lσσ′ (k) = Lσσ′ (k + G) and subsequently leads to
Lσσ′ (Γi) = 0 . (32)
Importantly, the Rashba spin orbit vanishes at the Γi points.
This means that the strength of the spin-orbit can neither af-
fect the band-structure topology, nor the existence condition
of boundary Majorana quasiparticles. That is why the topo-
logical criterion introduced in the literature, namely
V2Z > ∆
2
0 + ( (Γi) ± µ)2 , (33)
does not depend on the strength of the Rashba spin-orbit
coupling (see, for example, Refs. [13, 14, 18, 19, 47, 48]). In
the expression above, µ denotes the chemical potential and
 refers to the dispersion relation of Bloch electrons. The
Rashba spin orbit plays an important role nonetheless, since
it is responsible for the bulk energy gap that protects the zero-
energy boundary modes, similarly to the role played by the
intrinsic spin orbit in the quantum spin Hall effect [27–29].
Crucially, the Hermiticity condition no longer leads to
L↓↑ (k) = L∗↑↓ (k) when the pattern is multiatomic. So the
Rashba spin-orbit coupling is no longer antisymmetric a pri-
ori and has no reasons to vanish at the symmetry points Γi.
This is why we expect this spin-flip process to be directly in-
volved in the topological criterion that characterizes the ex-
istence of Majorana boundary modes in multiatomic-pattern
crystals.
C. Inversion-based Π symmetry
The BdG Hamiltonian under consideration consists of
H0 +HR +HZ +HS = 12
∑
k
ψ† (k)H (k)ψ (k) . (34)
The multiplicative factor 1/2 arises from the mean-field de-
scription of superconductivity. It takes into account the dou-
bling of the degrees of freedom that is required to represent
the BdG matrix H (k) in the basis of electron and hole oper-
ators. The band structure is then fully characterized by this
8 × 8 BdG matrix that is generically written as
H(k) =
(
H(k) ∆(k)
−∆∗(−k) −H∗(−k)
)
, (35)
while the explicit expression of vector ψ is
ψ†(k) =
(
a†k↑, b
†
k↑, a
†
k↓, b
†
k↓, a−k↑, b−k↑, a−k↓, b−k↓
)
. (36)
Within the mean-field description of superconductivity, the
BdG matrix (35) inherently satisfies PHS as defined in Eq. (1).
The charge-conjugation operator is given here by
C = s0 ⊗ σ0 ⊗ τ1 , (37)
6where s, σ, and τ are Pauli matrices referring to the sublat-
tice, spin, and charge subspaces, respectively. Importantly, it
satisfies C2 = +1, so the system, which additionally breaks
TRS, belongs to BdG class D, according to the symmetry ta-
ble of Altland and Zirnbauer [30]. The topology of the Bloch
band structure is then characterized by a Z2 or Z topological
invariant in one or two dimensions, respectively [33].
In order to understand to what extend the sublattice struc-
ture affects the emergence of Majorana boundary modes, one
then has to determine these Z2 or Z topological invariants.
Their evaluation basically requires the knowledge of both the
spectrum and the Bloch wavefunctions for all k, which un-
fortunately implies here the diagonalization of the 8 × 8 BdG
matrixH(k). Nevertheless, it is possible to show that this ma-
trix additionally has ΠS as defined in Eq. (2), which provides
a simpler way to access these topological invariants according
to the prescription given in the previous section. The defini-
tion of ΠS, as well as the construction of operator P it relies
on, are the purposes of the subsequent lines.
Let us first generically write the 4 × 4 blocks of the BdG
matrix as
H (k) =
(
K↑↑(k) L↑↓(k)
L↓↑(k) K↓↓(k)
)
(38)
and
∆ (k) =
(
0 D↑↓(k)
D↓↑(k) 0
)
. (39)
The off-diagonal elements of ∆ (k) are null for the discussion
is limited to spin-singlet superconductivity. Block Kσσ de-
scribes the hopping processes, as well as the on-site chemical
and Zeeman potentials in our model. Importantly, all these
microscopic mechanism are invariant by inversion symmetry.
In momentum space, this symmetry consists of exchanging
the two sublattices A and B, and reversing the momentum k
into −k. It can be written as
s1 Kσσ(k) s1 = Kσσ(−k) . (40)
From (30), it can be checked that block Dσσ′ , which describes
spin-singlet superconductivity, satisfies a similar relation
s1 Dσσ′ (k) s1 = Dσσ′ (−k) . (41)
The Rashba spin-orbit does not break the TRS. As mentioned
earlier, this leads to L↓↑(k) = −L∗↑↓(−k). The time-reversal
invariance implies, along with Hermiticity, that
s1 Lσσ′ (k) s1 = −Lσσ′ (−k) . (42)
As a result of Eqs. (40), (41) and (42), BdG matrixH has ΠS
as defined in Eq. (2), that is
PH(k)P−1 = H(−k) with P = s1 ⊗ σ3 ⊗ τ3 . (43)
Note that this relation looks like Eq. (40) that defines inversion
symmetry. This is the reason why the paritylike relation above
is referred to as Π symmetry throughout this paper.
Γ0 Γ1Γ1
Γ3
2
1
Γ0 Γ1Γ1
Γ3
2
1
+ + + +
FIG. 2. (Color online) Illustrations of the parity products δi = ±1 at
the symmetric points Γi within one dimension (top) and two dimen-
sion (bottom) BZ. When a system is associated to the trivial configu-
ration depicted in the left-hand column, it necessarily has to undergo
some band inversions to reach the topological configuration of the
right-hand column.
The Π basis has been defined as the basis in which operator
P has the diagonal representation P˜ = σ0 ⊗ s0 ⊗ τ3. For
operator P given in Eq. (43), the Π-basis is obtained via the
unitary operator U defined as
2U = σ0 ⊗ s0 ⊗ (τ0 + τ1) + σ1 ⊗ s3 ⊗ (τ0 − τ1) . (44)
Interestingly, ΠS (43) requires the BdG matrix to satisfy
H˜(k) =
(
H˜ (k) ∆˜ (k)
−∆˜∗(−k) −H˜∗(−k)
)
, (45)
with H˜ (k) = H˜ (−k) and ∆˜ (k) = −∆˜ (−k). This conceptually
means thatH can be mapped onto an effective band structure
that describes an odd-parity superconductor where inversion
symmetry would be associated to operator P˜ [10, 31].
D. Band inversion criteria
Equation (15) provides a simple criterion to characterize
topological band inversions, as the ones illustrated in Fig. 2.
It relies on the following determinant:
Det H˜(Γi) = V4z − 2αV2z + α2 − 4 β µ2 t2 , (46)
where
α = ∆20 +
(
∆21 + t
2
)
+ µ2 − L2 ,
β = 1 −
1 + ∆20t2
 L2
µ2
+
(
2 +
∆0 ∆1
µ t
)
∆0 ∆1
µ t
. (47)
Note that, in the expressions above, the explicit Γi-
dependence has been omitted for more clearness. Besides, it
has been implied that L(Γi) = |L↑↓(Γi)|. Note also that time-
reversal symmetry in Eq. (27) requires that t (Γi) = t∗ (Γi),
meaning that t(Γi) is a real number. This argument holds when
µ (Γi) is real too, and so are the pairing energies ∆0 and ∆1(Γi).
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Topological phase diagrams for the dimerized Peierls chain (α = 0.9), graphene (α = 1.0), stretched graphene
(α = 1.3), and phosphorene (α = 3.0 and VE = 1.0) from top to bottom, respectively. Light (dark) purple refers to the phase characterized by
(−1)ν = +1(−1). The columns correspond to λ = 0.01, λ = 0.10, and λ = 0.20 from left to right, respectively. Spin-singlet pairings have been
chosen as ∆0 = 0.50 and ∆1 = 0.00 for all plots. Energy is given in units of the nearest-neighbor hopping amplitude t.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Topological phase diagrams for the dimerized Peierls chain (α = 0.9), graphene (α = 1.0), stretched graphene
(α = 1.3), and phosphorene (α = 3.0 and VE = 1.0) from top to bottom, respectively. Light (dark) purple refers to the phase characterized by
(−1)ν = +1(−1). The columns correspond to λ = 0.01, λ = 0.10, and λ = 0.20 from left to right, respectively. The Zeeman potential has been
chosen as VZ = 0.7 and ∆1 = 0 for all plots. Energy is given in units of the nearest-neighbor hopping amplitude t.
9In order to induce topological band inversions, it is then
crucial that the Bloch dispersion relation of the underlying
crystal as described by Eq. (27) has an energy gap at the sym-
metry points Γi, which implies ±(Γi) = ±|t(Γi)| , 0. Other-
wise, determinant (46) cannot change signs, since t (Γi) = 0
leads to Det H˜(Γi) = [V2z − α(Γi)]2 ≥ 0. Such a situation has
been reported in the context of the Dirac cone merging tran-
sition in 2D materials such as graphene and few-layer black
phosphorus [32, 49–51].
In the case of s-wave superconductivity (∆1 = 0), determi-
nant (46) becomes negative when β (Γi) > 0, which equiva-
lently reads
µ > µc =
√
1 +
(
∆0
t (Γi)
)2
L (Γi) . (48)
As a result, it becomes mandatory to dope the system in the
case of a diatomic-pattern crystal since L (Γi) , 0. This im-
plies in particular that Majorana quasiparticles cannot occur
at zero-energy in graphene, as already discussed from sym-
metry argument in Ref. [52]. The critical doping µc that is re-
quired to allow topological band inversions mainly depends
on the strength of the Rashba spin-orbit interactions. The
sign of determinant (46) finally turns out to be negative when
V2− < V2z < V2+ where
V2± = ∆
2
0 + t
2(Γi) + µ2 − L2(Γi) ± 2 µ t (Γi)
√
1 −
(
µc
µ
)2
.
Because of the sublattice structure, the Rashba spin-orbit in-
teraction is now involved in the topological band inversions at
the symmetry points Γi. This can be compared to what hap-
pens in monatomic-pattern crystals and noncentrosymmetric
superconductors where V2± = ∆20 + [(Γi) ± µ]2 and where the
Rashba spin-orbit only controls the magnitude of the bulk en-
ergy gap [48].
When ∆0 = 0, similar conclusions hold. Indeed, β (Γi) > 0
implies
µ > µc = L(Γi) , (49)
so that the strength of the Rashba spin-orbit interactions fixes
the minimal doping. The sign of determinant (46) is negative
for Zeeman potentials that satisfy V2− < V2z < V2+ where
V2± = ∆
2
1(Γi) + t
2(Γi) + µ2 − L2(Γi) ± 2 µ t (Γi)
√
1 −
(
µc
µ
)2
.
One more time the Rashba spin orbit leads to a more restric-
tive condition because of the sublattice structure of the crystal.
E. Topological phases with Majorana boundary quasiparticles
1. Dimerized Peierls chain
Let us start with the case of the 1D dimerized Peierls
crystal, as illustrated in Fig. 1. This model was, for exam-
ple, investigated by Su, Schrieffer, and Heeger, to explain
0. 0 0. 2λ
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Number of states as a function of energy E and
spin-orbit strength λ (top), and zero-energy Majorana polarization as
a function of position x (bottom) for a Peierls crystal (α = 0.9) made
of 400 sites. Parameters are such that Vz = µ = 0.5 and ∆0 = 0.1
for both plots and additionally λ = 0.1 for the second one. Energy
is given in units of the nearest-neighbor hopping amplitude t, while
distance is given in units of the lattice constant.
the formation of topological solitons in polyacetylene, an or-
ganic semiconductor [38]. Its electronic properties are de-
scribed by Hamiltonian H0, as introduced in Eq. (27), for
t(k) = t (1 + αe−ik) and µ(k) = µ. Here t and µ respec-
tively denote the nearest-neighbor hopping amplitude and the
chemical potential. The dimensionless parameter α simulates
the dimerization of the chain or, in other words, the exis-
tence of different intradimer and interdimer hopping ampli-
tudes. Note moreover that momentum k is assumed to be di-
mensionless and given in units of the lattice constant. The
Rashba Hamiltonian HR has been introduced in Eq. (31) and
here L↑↓(k) = λ (1 + αe−ik) = −L∗↓↑(−k), where λ controls
the strength of the Rashba spin-orbit interactions. It is also
assumed that the spin-singlet superconductivity is induced by
proximity effect and ∆1 = 0.
When the doping satisfies condition (48), it becomes pos-
sible to induce topological band inversions, so that the parity
product δ1 changes signs, similarly to the situation depicted in
Fig. 2. The phase diagrams this leads to are shown in Fig. 3
and Fig. 4. The Z2 topological invariant is exactly obtained
from the analytical computation of the parity products δ0 and
δ1. When (−1)ν = δ0δ1 = −1, the 1D Bloch band structure is
topologically nontrivial. It can be checked that the minimum
doping required to reach the topological phases (dark purple
areas) increases when increasing the strength of the Rashba
spin orbit, in agreement with condition (48). More generally,
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those two figures clearly highlight that the topological proper-
ties of the band structure are directly affected the strength of
the spin-flip process. This Rashba dependence in the case of a
finite Peierls chain is also illustrated in Fig. 5. The two zero-
energy states only exist for a certain range of the spin obit
strengths. The figure also shows the Majorana polarization
of the wave function, as defined in Refs. [53, 54], which con-
firms that the zero-energy modes are indeed Majorana bound-
ary quasiparticles.
2. (Stretched) Graphene
The honeycomb lattice of graphene consists of a triangular
Bravais lattice with a diatomic pattern, as depicted in Fig. 1.
The behavior of the pi electrons reveal a 2D semimetal and it
can be described within a tight-binding approximation by the
Hamiltonian of Eq. (27) with t(k) = t (α+ e−ik·a1 + e−ik·a2 ) and
µ(k) = µ. The nearest-neighbor hopping amplitude satisfies
t ' −3 eV [55], and µ denotes the chemical potential. Mo-
mentum k is assumed to be dimensionless and given in units
of the lattice constant. Note that the topological prescription
introduced above holds as long as the inversion symmetry be-
tween the two sublattices is not broken. Thus, the upcom-
ing discussion could straightforwardly be generalized to dis-
tant neighbor hopping processes. The dimensionless parame-
ter α, which for instance simulates a uniaxial strain, controls
the Dirac cone merging transition and the semi-relativistic
phenomena it leads to in two dimensions [49, 50, 56]. Even
though such a Lifshitz transition is unrealistic in graphene,
contrary to black phosphorus [51], reasonably stretching the
graphene sheet turns out to be useful here, because it reduces
the minimum doping required to obtain Majorana boundary
quasiparticles. The Rashba Hamiltonian in Eq. (31) is given
by HR = iλ ∑mn(dmn × σ · ez)σσ′a†mσbnσ′ + H.c., where vec-
tor dmn connects two nearest-neighbor sites m and n, σ is
a vector whose components are the Pauli matrices, and ez
denotes a unit vector perpendicular to the honeycomb lat-
tice. The Rashba spin-orbit constant has been estimated as
λ ' 0.001 − −0.010 meV in graphene under electric field
[57 , 58]. Spin-singlet superconductivity is assumed to be in-
duced by proximity effect (∆1 = 0), which may be achieved
by growing a graphene layer on top of a superconducting thin
film of Re(0001) [59]. Note that the prescription introduced
above also holds when superconductivity arises from strong
electron-electron interactions near the van Hove singularities
(∆1 , 0) [43–45].
Topological band inversions may then be induced when the
minimum doping condition given in Eq .(48) is fulfilled. In
the case of isotropic graphene, such band inversions arise, for
example, at the symmetry points Γ1, Γ2, and Γ3 all together,
since for the three of them the van Hove singularities refer
to the same energy. This corresponds to the situation illus-
trated in Fig. 2. The phase diagrams this situation leads to are
depicted in the second lines of Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 for different
strengths of the Rashba spin orbit. The Chern number ν nec-
essarily corresponds to a non-trivial topological phase when
(−1)ν = δ0δ1δ2δ3 = −1. In particular, Fig. 4 shows that, in
order to reach a topological phase, the Fermi level has to be
fixed either in the vicinity of the van Hove singularity (µ ' t),
or in the vicinity of the top of the conduction band (µ ' 3t),
even though the latter turns out to be unrealistic. Importantly,
these analytical phase diagrams confirm the numerical pre-
dictions discussed in Refs. [45, 60]. Note that this feature of
the doping near the van Hove singularities is also visible in
Fig. 3, when minimizing the Zeeman potential in the topo-
logical phase. Besides, it would be experimentally desirable
to reduce the doping quite below the van Hove singularities.
However, the minimum doping required to enable the system
to enter the topological phase strongly depends on the strength
on the Rashba spin-orbit, according to the phase diagrams and
in agreement with condition (48). One may then reduce this
critical doping by stretching the graphene sheet. Indeed, when
increasing α up to 1.3, this decreases the energy level at one
of the symmetric points Γ1, Γ2, and Γ3, so that the three van
Hove singularities are no longer equivalent [49, 50, 56]. As a
consequence, if the Fermi level lies near the lowest van Hove
singularities, i.e., µ = 0.7t at Γ3 in our case, the system may
still enter a topological phase. It is also possible to reduce
this minimum doping by increasing the Zeeman potential, as
long as this doping is larger than the critical one fixed by the
spin-orbit strength in Eq. (48). Importantly when the Chern
number satisfies (−1)ν = −1, there may exist zero-energy Ma-
jorana quasiparticles at the boundaries of the system. This
is exemplified in Fig. 6 with the Majorana polarization of the
two zero-energy chiral modes that are located at the zig-zag
edges of a stretched graphene nanoribbon.
3. Phosphorene
Phosphorene is a black phosphorus monolayer whose 2D
structure consists of a puckered honeycomb lattice, i.e., a rect-
angular Bravais lattice with four non-equivalent atoms per unit
cell [61]. The electronic properties of these material define
an anisotropic semiconductor, which can be well explained
in terms of a tight-binding model [40]. Here we restrict our
analysis to the nearest-neighbor approximation of this model,
in which the anisotropy relies on two different hopping ampli-
tudes that are t ' −1.2 eV and t′ = −αt with α ' 3 [40]. This
description is detailed in Appendix E. Importantly, because
of the puckered structure of phosphorene, the non-equivalent
electronic orbitals do not experience the same electric poten-
tial if an electric field is applied perpendicularly to the ma-
terial. Two of the four orbitals experience an electric poten-
tial VE , while the two others experience −VE . For an elec-
tric potential VE ' 1 eV, the two different Rashba spin-orbit
hoppings have been estimated as λ ' 0.004 eV and λ′ = αλ
[62]. As shown in Appendix E, this description preserves in-
version symmetry within the phosphorene sheet. Therefore,
we can follow the same procedure as for the case of graphene,
and look for the topological band inversions in the presence of
spin-singlet superconductivity, which can be induced by elec-
tron doping [63, 64].
The Fermi level is supposed to stay in the bottom of the con-
duction band centered around Γ0, which implies µ = t. This
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Spectrum of a stretched graphene nanorib-
bon with zig-zag termination (α = 1.3, µ = 0.7) and polarization
of the chiral Majorana boundary quasiparticles at zero-energy (first
line, from left to right). Spectrum of a phosphorene nanoribbon with
armchair termination (α = 3.0, µ = 1.0, VE = 1.0) and polariza-
tion of the chiral Majorana boundary quasiparticles at zero-energy
(second line, from left to right). Other parameters correspond to
Vz = 0.6, ∆0 = 0.5, and λ = 0.1. Energy is given in units of the
nearest-neighbor hopping amplitude t and distance in units of the lat-
tice constant.
condition looks like the one we have dealt with in graphene,
but now t is about three times smaller, so that we are consid-
ering a lower doping. Figures 3 and Fig. 4 depict the topo-
logical phases given by (−1)ν = δ0δ1δ2δ3 = −1. Both figures
shows that the effect of the Rashba spin-orbit is to increase the
minimum doping necessary to reach the non-vanishing val-
ues of the Chern number ν. The topological phase character-
ized by (−1)ν = −1 is associated to the existence of Majorana
quasiparticles at the boundaries of a phosphorene nanoribbon.
Figure 6 shows the Majorana polarization of the chiral zero-
energy modes at the edges of a nanoribbon with armchair ter-
minations. Please note that the nearest-neighbor vectors have
voluntarily been chosen as isotropic to depict the top view of
phosphorene honeycomb lattice in Fig. 6.
III. CONCLUSION
This work has addressed the problem of existence of Majo-
rana boundary quasiparticles in spin-singlet superconducting
materials that have an underlying sublattice structure. It has
especially focused on diatomic pattern crystals such as the
dimerized Peierls chain, (stretched) graphene, and phospho-
rene, in the presence of spin-singlet superconductivity, time-
reversal-symmetry breaking Zeeman splitting, and Rashba
spin orbit. These systems, which fall into the BdG class
D, have been shown to have an extra Π-symmetry associ-
ated to a unitary operator that anticommutes with the charge-
conjugation operator. A general prescription has then been
given in order to connect the parity of the energy bands at the
Π-symmetry invariant momenta Γi to the topological invariant
of the Bloch band structure. Because of the underlying sub-
lattices, the Rashba spin-orbit does not vanish at the Γi points
and may then be responsible for topological transitions, thus
affecting the existence condition of Majorana boundary quasi-
particles in the system. The topological phase diagrams this
prescription leads to have finally been obtained analytically
and exactly. They reveal that, in the cases of 1D and 2D semi-
conductors, the Majorana boundary quasiparticles are likely
to emerge when the Fermi level lies in the vicinity of the bot-
tom (top) of the conduction (valence) band. In the case of
a semimetal such as stretched graphene, it turns out that the
Majorana quasiparticles cannot result from band inversions at
the Γi points for zero and low doping, that is, when the Fermi
energy is associated to the Dirac points. It is nevertheless pos-
sible to obtain such boundary quasiparticles when the Fermi
level lies in the vicinity of the van Hove singularities.
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Appendix A: Antisymmetric sewing matrix
The transpose of the sewing matrix B, as defined in the main text, is simply given by
BTmn(k) = Bnm(k)
= 〈un(−k)|PC|u∗m(−k)〉
= 〈um(−k)|C†P†|u∗n(−k)〉
= 〈um(−k)|CP|u∗n(−k)〉
= −〈um(−k)|PC|u∗n(−k)〉
= −Bmn(k) . (A1)
Therefore, the sewing matrix is antisymmetric for all values of k.
Appendix B: Berry connection
The Berry connection defined over the M energy bands fulfills
A (k) = − i
M∑
n=1
〈un(k)|∇k|un(k)〉
= − i
M∑
n=1
〈u∗n(−k)|C†∇kC|u∗n(−k)〉
= − i
M∑
n=1
〈u∗n(−k)|C†P†∇kPC|u∗n(−k)〉
= − i
M∑
m,n=1
〈u∗n(−k)|C†P†|∇k|um(−k)〉〈um(−k)|PC|u∗n(−k)〉
= − i
M∑
m,n=1
〈um(−k)|PC|u∗n(−k)〉〈u∗n(−k)|C†P†|∇k|um(−k)〉
− i
M∑
m,n=1
〈u∗n(−k)|C†P†|um(−k)〉∇k〈um(−k)|PC|u∗n(−k)〉
= −A(−k) − iTr
[
B†(k)∇kB(k)
]
= −A(−k) − i∇k ln DetB(k) . (B1)
This results in
A (k) +A (−k) = −i∇k ln DetB (k) . (B2)
Moreover, the Berry connections of negative- and positive-energy bands are related to each other in the following way:
A+(k) = i
2N∑
n=N+1
〈un(k)|∇k|un(k)〉
= i
N∑
n=1
〈u∗n(−k)|C†∇kC|u∗n(−k)〉
= i
N∑
n=1
〈u∗n(−k)|∇k|u∗n(−k)〉
= i
N∑
n=1
〈un(−k)|∇−k|un(−k)〉
= A−(−k) ,
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where “±” respectively refers to the positive- and negative-energy bands. This leads toA (k) = A (−k) and
A−(k) +A−(−k) = − i
2
∇k ln DetB(k) , (B3)
when using relation (B2).
Appendix C: Z2 topological invariant in 1d
The Z2 topological invariant in one dimension is eiγBZ , where the Zak phase satisfies
γBZ =
∮
BZ
dk · A− (k)
=
∫ Γ0
−Γ1
dk · A− (k) +
∫ Γ1
Γ0
dk · A− (k)
=
∫ Γ1
Γ0
dk · A− (−k) +
∫ Γ1
Γ0
dk · A− (k)
=
∫ Γ1
Γ0
dk · A+ (k) +
∫ Γ1
Γ0
dk · A− (k)
=
∫ Γ1
Γ0
dk · A (k)
= − i
2
∫ Γ1
Γ0
dk · ∇k ln DetB(k)
= −i ln
√
DetB (Γ1)
DetB (Γ0)
= −i ln √DetB (Γ0) DetB (Γ1)
= −i ln [Pf B (Γ0) Pf B (Γ1)] . (C1)
This finally leads to
eiγBZ = Pf B (Γ0) Pf B (Γ1) , (C2)
where Pf B denotes the Pfaffian of the antisymmetric sewing matrix.
Appendix D: Z topological invariant in 2d
In two dimensions, the BdG symmetry class D is characterized by a Z topological invariant [33], namely a first Chern number
ν. Its definition relies on the vanishing Berry curvature F (k) = ∇k × A(k) = 0, which also satisfies F ±(k) = ∇k × A±(k) =
F ±(−k). Thus,
ν =
1
2pi
∫
BZ
d2k F − (k)
=
1
pi
∫
S
d2k F − (k) , (D1)
where S corresponds to half the two-dimensional BZ, as illustrated in Fig 1. Besides, the Berry phase along the oriented path C
that encloses once surface S is given by
γC =
∮
C
dk · A− (k)
=
∫ Γ1
Γ0
dk · A (k) +
∫ Γ3
Γ2
dk · A (k)
= −i ln
√
DetB (Γ1)
DetB (Γ0)
DetB (Γ3)
DetB (Γ2) . (D2)
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Appendix E: Tight-binding description of phosphorene
Because of the puckered honeycomb lattice of phosphorene, a nearest-neighbor description involves four electronic orbitals
A1, A2, B1, as introduced in Ref. [32] for example. In the presence of perpendicular electric field and Zeeman splitting, the
Bloch Hamiltonian matrix expressed in the basis { A1↑, B1↑, A2↑, B2↑, A1↓, B1↓, A2↓, B2↓} is well approximated by
H(k) =
(
K↑↑(k) L↑↓(k)
L†↑↓(k) K↓↓(k)
)
, (E1)
where
Kσσ(k) =

µ + VE + σVz 0 F1(k) F2(k)
0 µ − VE + σVz F2(k) F1(k) eiϕ(k)
F ∗1 (k) F ∗2 (k) µ + VE + σVz 0F ∗2 (k) F ∗1 (k) e−iϕ(k) 0 µ − VE + σVz
 , (E2)
and
L↑↓(k) =

0 0 L1↑↓(k) L∗2↓↑(k)
0 0 L∗2↓↑(k) L1↑↓(k) eiϕ(k)
L∗1↓↑(k) L2↑↓(k) 0 0
L2↑↓(k) L∗1↓↑(k) e−iϕ(k) 0 0
 . (E3)
In the above matrices µ denotes the chemical potential, VE is the on-site potential shift induced by a perpendicular electric field,
and Vz refers to a Zeeman splitting potential. Besides, F1(k) = t(1 + eikxax ), F2(k) = α t, and ϕ(k) = −kxax − kyay. The nearest-
neighbor hopping has been estimated to be t1 ' −1.2 eV, while α ' 3, ax ' 3.4 Å and ay ' 3.6 Å [62]. By breaking inversion
symmetry, the electric field is also responsible for Rashba spin-orbit that is described by
L1↑↓(k) = −iλ
[
(d1y + id1x) + (d1y − id1x)eikxax
]
(E4)
L1↓↑(k) = −L∗1↑↓(−k)
L2↑↓(k) = −iαλd2y
L2↓↑(k) = −L∗2↑↓(−k) , (E5)
where d1x, d1y, and d2y are components of the nearest-neighbor vectors and λ ' 0.004 eV for VE ' 1.3 eV, accordingly to
Ref. [62]. Crucially, the spinless description of phosphorene characterized by diagonal blocks of the type Kσσ(k) is still invariant
under inversion symmetry since
IKσσ(k)I = Kσσ(−k) (E6)
where the inversion operator reads
I =

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
 . (E7)
Besides I Lσσ′ (k)I = −Lσσ′ (−k). Consequently, one can straightforwardly follow the prescription introduced for diatomic
pattern sublattices in Sec. II, and apprehend the band structure topology from band inversions.
